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Power pole on fire knocks down power
in parts of Wetaskiwin County last week
By Shaela Dansereau
The Pipestone Flyer

Thanksgiving Monday evening was spent partially in
the dark for some Wetaskiwin
County residents after a power
pole caught fire in the area of
)JHIXBZBOE3BOHF3PBE
255. Parts of Wetaskiwin
County including areas such
as Pipestone, Alta., lost power
for just over an hour.
Millet Fire Department
(MFD) responded to the small
blaze and said that the fire was
likely the result of a tripped fuse
which threw sparks onto the
dry grass below, although they
couldn’t be certain.
Deputy Chief Trevor Palmer
of the (MFD) said that the fire
that started was quite small, less
than 750 square feet, and that
the department was able to deal
with the fire with one truck and
minimal water. Palmer says that
the ease of the fire fight was in
part due to the cooler weather
and a lack of wind to whip up
the fire and spread sparks.
When it comes to fighting a
power pole fire however, fire
crews have to remain alert and
thoroughly assess the situation

The power pole on fire was captured in a video by Ricky Lewis
and posted to social media. Screengrab/ Ricky Lewis.
as an electrical fire isn’t the
same as a regular blaze.
“For our fire crews to come
in and just start spraying water
could be a fatal mistake, as you
never put water on an electrical
fire,” says Palmer.
Palmer says that a fire at the
base of a power pole has to be
assumed to be caused by some
sort of electrical hazard until it
is proven otherwise. If a power
line or wire is down it also must
be assumed that it is live until
the power company confirms
it is not.
He continues that thankfully,
“there were no downed lines

and we deemed it safe to extinguish the grassfire.”
When encountering emergencies with power poles, for example if a person were to strike a
power pole with their vehicle and
a line comes down it is important
they stay in their vehicle. If they
step out of the vehicle and the line
is live they will be electrocuted
as the power will flow through
them into the ground.
“Best advise when it comes to
fire safety around a power pole?
Stay clear, assume there’s power
and a potential for electrocution, and call for emergency
response as needed.”

County of Wetaskiwin Council meeting
highlights - Oct. 12, 2021
The County of Wetaskiwin council met for
their regular council meeting on Oct. 12, 2021,
the last before the municipal election on Monday
Oct.18, 2021.
At this meeting council made decisions in aspects of leisure and community services, public
works, and received RCMP quarterly reports
from Wetaskiwin, Thorsby, and Breton RCMP.
Council approved a request from the Central
Alberta Rescue Diving Society (CARDS) to donate the old Wetaskiwin Fire Services Rescue
Truck to CARDS.
CARDS has worked closely with the South
Pigeon Lake Fire Department and Mulhurst Bay
Fire Department on search and rescue training, and as a volunteer organization each diver
foots the bill for their own equipment to make
recovery dives.
CARDS sent a request to the county requesting

special consideration regarding the donation of
the old Wetaskiwin Fire Services Rescue Truck as
Wetaskiwin Fire Services received a new rescue
truck in the summer of 2021. CARDS would use
the retired truck to be a command post on diving
recovery scenes where they could review sonar
images and discuss strategy for their recovery
dives. It would also provide a storage space for
the diver’s gear and a place for them to seek
sanctuary given the stress of diving recoveries.
Council approved the proposed new structure
of Strategic and Tactical planning to include:
t(PBM
t-FWFMPG4FSWJDF
t$PVODJM4USBUFHZ
t5BDUJDBM"DUJPO
t0QFSBUJPOBM5BTL
t"OE#VTJOFTT1MBO5BTL
Council received the quarterly report from

Leisure and Community Services. The report
detailed that county campgrounds had a surplus
of $18,858, the new paid parking lot in Mulhurst
Bay was successful in generating operational
revenue and removing the truck and boat trailers
from residential streets, and ice is in and ready
for use at the Winfield Arena.
Council also received a quarterly report from
FCSS, and the Wetaskiwin, Thorsby and Breton
RCMP, both of which they accepted as information.
In the Wetaskiwin RCMP’s quarterly update
council was informed that total criminal code
offences from January to August 2021 are up 10
per cent in Wetaskiwin compared to 2020, with an
increase in persons crime and property cr0ime.
Thorsby/ Breton RCMP reported that from
April 2020 to June 2021, property crime increased
by 31 per cent and it was primarily driven by

mischief (41 per cent). There was also a notable
increase in arson.
Wetaskiwin County emergency services reported their 2021 fire call volume to date which
included:
t4PVUI1JHFPO-BLFDBMMT
t.VMIVSTU#BZDBMMT
t#VDL-BLF"MEFS'MBUTDBMMT
t8FUBTLJXJO3VSBMDBMMT
t.JMMFU&BTU8FTUDBMMT
t"OE8JOGJFMEDBMMT
Council also directed Administration on upgrades to Range Road 11 (Black Bull Road).
Council directed Administration to prepare a
local improvement plan for a total of $2 million
and to use a combination of borrowing and grants
GPSBUPUBMPGNJMMJPOUPCVJMELNPG
Range Road 11 south of Highway 13 to county
pavement standards.

